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- Ingress filtering function should be per-stream. Per-aggregated PCP acceptable but not preferred.
- Ingress rate measurement, by definition has latency. Minimize rate measurement latency.
  - Means of measurement interval configuration and latency TBD.
- Desired management actions include block ‘offending’ stream at ingress, filter-to-profile stream at ingress, or disable port.
What exists in Q

• The standard does not mandate Ingress Filtering (use of word *may*).
• The standard only mandates that decisions by the Ingress Filtering shall be port-based (per reception port) and shall not consider incoming or egressing frames of other bridge ports.
• The standard defines a set of flow classification rules that may be used by the flow metering mechanism (which itself may or may not exist in the bridge). There is no clear boundaries in the scope of Ingress Filtering (e.g., does not mandate per-stream or per-class metering) – it is essentially to be defined by bridge vendors.
• The drop_eligible parameter (DEI bit of the VLAN tag) of a frame can be changed by the ingress filter. Upon egress of a frame, the bridge may discard the frame. There is no requirement on certain action upon the value of the DEI bit.
• Referenced filtering algorithm in MEF 10.2 (Metro Ethernet Forum). Section 7.11.1 in MEF 10.2 defines the algorithm, but the presentation is not clear in the interpretation of the different introduced variables (e.g., B_c and B_e).
Refinements to $Q$

**Detection**

- If flow metering is supported by a bridge, then the following requirement shall be satisfied: Flow metering and monitoring shall be supported and frame classification shall be done based on a configurable set of parameters consistent with AVB/TSN streams, e.g. as noted in 802.1CB Annex C.

- Detection latency is to be minimized and less than <tbd> msec, and specify filtering and smoothing function, e.g. exponential rate gauge.

- Observation interval for the bandwidth measurement shall be in multiples of the class measurement interval

- The rate to measure by the ingress policing filter shall be configurable and the numerical granularity shall be in the same order as the one for stream reservation.
**Addition to Q**

**ACTION**

- Upon detection of excess bandwidth usage, the allowed action shall be configurable among the following alternatives:
  - Block all future frames on the ingress port (i.e., block all incoming frames on the port where excess bandwidth was detected). This is sufficient in cases where the ingress port is connected to an end-station (one detected violation renders all data from the end-station unreliable).
  - Enforce stream threshold (the MEF 10.2 algorithm essentially captures this property, but 802.1Q does not specify the usage of the algorithm on a per-stream basis).
  - Block all future ingress frames of the stream. This is needed to properly handle errors (exceeding stream bandwidth) due to faults in a bridge, in cases where the ingress port is connected to a bridge.